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Overview

• Hot topics
• MAR and Brexit
• Recent EU cases
• Mini-case study



Hot topics 1 – market soundings

• Regime in the EU seems to be settling down
• Non-EU application remains difficult / patchy 
• What counts as the announcement of a deal?
• Could soundings be carried out inadvertently?
• What do you think?
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Hot topics 2 – handling inside information 

• The need to know principle
• Internal 
• External

• Who goes on (which) insider list?
• How quickly must insider lists be produced? 
• What do you think?
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Hot topics 3 – systems to identify misconduct

• When do you need automated surveillance? 
• How tailored must your system be?
• How do you spot abuse pre-trade? 
• What gets reported (STOR)?
• What do you think?
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Hot topics 4 – overlap with competition

• Sharing inside information / creating a cartel
• Co-ordinating trading / price fixing
• Reporting to regulators / reporting to DG Comp
• What do you think?
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Hot topics 5 – delays to disclosure of inside information

• Pressure on companies (and advisors) to comply 
• Mainly from market moving announcements (rather than the MAR 

reporting obligation)
• Examples

• UK – Rio Tinto 
• Leaks before intended disclosure

• Germany – Biotest acquisition by Chinese company
• Germany – Eon and RWE complex asset swap

• What do you think?
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MAR and Brexit

• MAR doesn’t change
• But UK instruments will not be on EU FIRDs
• And EU instruments will be on UK FIRDs

• Transaction reporting
• No for EU firms on UK-only instruments
• Yes for UK firms on EU-only instruments

• MOUs between regulators 
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Recent cases – Stephany (UK)

Background
• Two small / mid-cap London IPOs in summer 2015
• Stephany managed several funds at Newton Asset Management
• He contacted 11 other firms (in the case of one IPO) and several 

firms (in the other) with details of his intentions and suggested a 
degree of co-ordinated action
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On The Beach email

• “Sorry for the out the blue email but I wanted to urge those considering 
or in for the OTB IPO to think about moving to a 260m pre money 
valuation limit.  I have done that first thing this morning with my GBP 
17m order.  I don’t usually do last minute brinkmanship…I haven’t 
received any indication that the books are well covered or even 
covered so suspect this one is still very much open to price movement. 
Please have a think and mention to any colleagues…”

• Some recipients ignored it.  Some telephoned him.  One replied they 
would not participate as there was correspondence “flying 
around…which looks quite tricky…an organised attempt to get the 
price down…I feel really uncomfortable being associated with it”
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What did we learn about the FCA’s approach?

• The use of collective power undermines the proper price 
formation process

• You do not need guidance on specific circumstances to know 
whether you are breaching a principle 

• Even if there are information asymmetries between Bookrunner 
and Manager, they are not problematic here because the 
Manager is aware of it

• You do not need to analyse anti-competitive behaviour in light of 
competition law when considering general principles

• Would your regulator have found differently? 
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What did we not learn from the FCA?

• The extent to which colour on the state of the book can be 
discussed between a Bookrunner and a Manager

• The type of information which can be discussed between 
Managers

• The extent to which MAR applies in these circumstances 
• The impact of competition law in these circumstances 
• Whether further action against individuals or firms will follow to 

shed light on the issue 
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Recent cases – Kengeter (Germany)

• Background
• Carsten Kengeter former CEO of Deutsche Borse accused of insider 

dealing ahead of an intention to merge with the London Stock Exchange
• Kengeter bought Deutsche Borse shares as part of a long-term incentive 

plan approved by supervisory board and was to hold until 2019
• He settles for €4.5m whilst Deutsche Borse fined €10.5m in Jan 2019
• Both called claims “baseless” and said only paid as in the “best interests 

of the company”
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Recent UK cases – Walter

• Posted small order well inside the spread
• Knew that price tracking algos would follow

• Then sold against the (improved) buying price
• Knew he could not interact with his own small order
• Price then moved back 
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Recent UK cases – Walter

• Ignorance no excuse: breach committed “negligently rather than 
deliberately”

• Behaviour did not cease when put on notice of concerns about 
his behaviour

• Actions did not: change the overall liquidity for investors, move 
market price, or create a false or misleading impression as to the 
overall supply and demand in the market place

• Does not matter if the misleading impression is “momentary” 
• Market manipulation includes: creating a false or misleading 

impression as to your own intentions as a buyer / seller
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Scenario

• You work for TECC Bank plc
• A request comes from your NCA asking for information on all 

trades by Rob Moulton, a fixed income trader, over a one month 
period, and all communications between Rob and a former 
colleague, Jon Holland, who now works at a rival bank, over a 
three year period

• TECC is almost at the end of a Deferred Prosecution Agreement 
with the DoJ in the US over cartel behaviour in Europe that 
included US listed bonds

• What do you do? What issues arise? 
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What are the key issues facing TECC Bank?

• MAR
• Reporting to NCA
• Competition law
• Leniency 
• Senior Managers – are they to blame?
• The DPA with the DoJ
• Follow on / other civil claims
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What are the key issues facing TECC Bank?

• Multiple jurisdictions
• Criminal case
• Systems and controls
• Whistleblowing
• Conduct and culture
• AML
• “Me too” Authorities
• Others?
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